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2 High and Low Speed NetworksThe new generation of computer networks can be characterized as having a widedynamic range of properties. Speed, latency, robustness in the face of errors, andother properties, vary much more among today's networks than last generation's.New high speed �ber optic networks are being developed at the same time asrelatively low speed radio channels. Such high speed networks exhibit very lowerror rates especially in comparison with lossy wireless links.Today's network protocols are being designed mainly with high speed linksin mind. This is generally a good guiding principle since even low speed radiochannels will be getting faster. But protocol designers should also realize thatthe dynamic range across the set of new networks will also be increasing. Thus,exibility to adapt to both high and low speed networks, high as well as lowdelay paths, and high and low error rates, should be the design principle for anext generation network protocol.A new network protocol should adapt to such a wide dynamic range of com-puter networks. Borrowing from a number of traditions in the history of packetswitching protocols, the new protocol should take advantage of the most suc-cessful features of both datagram virtual circuit protocols with the goal of min-imizing their disadvantages. For example, where connections and state in thenetwork make sense for communication, the new protocol should maintain a vir-tual circuit path between sender and receivers; in other situations, it should usedatagrams as the main mode of packet transmission. Similarly, on networks withlow bandwidth{delay products, a new protocol should rely on end-to-end mech-anisms at the transport layer to control congestion. On high bandwidth{delayproduct networks, hop-by-hop congestion control should be provided. This isbecause the minimum granularity for the end-to-end control of congestion in anetwork is one round-trip time, and the amount and rate of change of data in ahigh bandwidth{delay product network may be too large to control during thistime.A key idea in NP++ is that a packet header (or trailer) is seen as a set ofindependent �elds which can all be sent with each piece of data, or can be sentseparately from other header �elds more or less frequently. Thus, by removinglarge addresses from packets and assigning small, temporary connection iden-ti�ers, header compression can be achieved on a low speed link with soft statethat is refreshed by the arrival of address �eld chunks sent less frequently thanthe data [10, 12]. On a high speed link the small connection identi�er may speedup forwarding as no routing lookup is necessary.3 Network Hardware ArchitecturesAnother dimension in which NP++ is designed to be exible is in its adapt-ability to various network hardware architectures. Network switches and routersare being developed in rapid succession to provide high performance switching,quality of service such as bounded delay, etc. New hardware switch designs often



require changes to packet formats, forcing redesign of the protocol when newswitch architectures are deployed. Advances in VLSI design methods, for exam-ple, have enabled the production of some low-cost, high speed switching fabricsfor small �xed length packets (cells). Thus, it has been argued that today's ATMcell switches o�er the best price/performance for high speed packet switching.On the horizon however are new designs and prototypes for IP routers [19] thatwill provide cost-e�ective routing of variable-length packets at multi-gigabits persecond, where large packets increase the total throughput.The point is that new network hardware architectures are being developedat an increasing rate and we should not have to specify, negotiate, deploy oreven have to choose new network protocols each time next-generation networkhardware is introduced. So, it is important for a exible network protocol toadapt to new hardware in the network. We are designing a network protocolthat can be either switched as �xed size cells or routed as variable length packetsdepending on the hardware of choice in the network. For this to be the case, thenew protocol must be able to fragment and reassemble itself in the network whennecessary [15].4 Datagrams and Virtual CircuitsThis section describes the two dominant ways of designing protocols for packetswitched networks: datagrams as in the IP protocol used in the Internet, andvirtual circuits as in ATM.When a source is sending packets into the network, it needs to specify thesource and destination of the packets. With datagrams this is done on a per-packet basis and with virtual circuits it is done once per connection. The sourceaddress is needed for error reporting, some forms of multicast forwarding, andperhaps cost allocation. The destination address is needed for locating and/orspecifying (as in the case of a multicast address) the intended receiver(s).4.1 DatagramsDatagram protocols place full addresses in every packet, which means thatrouters do not have to keep any inter-packet state for routing purposes3. Thishas obvious advantages in terms of robustness and simplicity since packet for-warding state need not be maintained in the network. For example, if the path astream of packets is following through the network fails, packets will automati-cally detour around the damaged part as soon as the dynamic routing protocols�nd a viable path.If the address space is large, however, the lookup required to �nd the for-warding information can be costly. Today the size of a backbone Internet routing3 Some datagram networks use source routing, where each packet contains the com-plete list of routers the packet should pass through on its way through the network.We do not consider such networks here.



table is around 35,000 routing entries.4Moreover, routing information is not the only kind of information that may beneeded to forward a packet. If some packets need special treatment, for example,to get acceptable delay through the network for real-time voice and video, routersmay have to maintain and access forwarding state for those packets. For eachpacket, a router must determine if the packet needs special treatment and, if itdoes, the router must access the forwarding parameters for that kind of packet.Current work in the IETF on Controlled Load Service [28] is attempting toreduce the amount of forwarding state needed by lumping packets together intoclasses of packets that are treated in the same way. Such aggregation does notreduce the lookup time, however, since the size of the lookup domain is notdecreased. Classi�cation of packets is typically done on the basis of addresses,transport protocol, and port numbers. Aggregation of the form discussed in[28] reduces the amount of forwarding state by sharing it, but does not helpto simplify the procedure of deciding what class a packet belongs to. In a gen-eral classi�cation scheme, where it is possible to specify special treatment byarbitrary combinations of addresses and port numbers, classi�cation can be anexpensive operation.4.2 Virtual CircuitsNetwork protocols built on the virtual circuit model do not put full addressesin each packet. Instead, a connection phase occurs before data is sent in whichaddresses are given to the network and routing and forwarding state is estab-lished in the network switches. The switch normally uses a small integer per-hopto access the forwarding state, and this index is made consistent at switches onboth sides of the hop. This index is sometimes called a virtual circuit identi-�er, (VCI), and is placed in each data packet belonging to the connection. Inaddition, there has to be an end-to-end virtual circuit identi�er that uniquelyidenti�es the circuit across all of its hops, as in ST-2 [26]. These two identi�ers,along with the per-switch identi�ers that must be present in order to negotiatethe VCI between any two hops, mean that virtual circuit networks need at leastthree levels of naming. An advantage of virtual circuits, on the other hand, isthat it reduces forwarding state lookups to simple table lookups based on theVCI. This advantage works especially well when there are many packets sent perconnection.One problem for virtual circuits is that one must establish a connectionbefore transmitting any data, even in the case where only a single packet needsto be sent. This adds complexity and delay. To alleviate this problem for virtualcircuits, various caching schemes to reuse existing connections and reduce setupdelay have been developed. Another problem is that the forwarding state istypically hard and must be torn down by explicit control messages, which adds4 Statistics of the routing table at the Mae East NAP are available fromhttp://compute.merit.edu/stats/mae-east/routing-table . Its size (pre�xcount) on Aug 20th 1996 was 34617 entries, and on Oct 10th it was 38515 entries.



further complexity. Soft-state [5], where timers and refresh messages keep statein place avoiding tear-down messages, has been developed for networks wherehard-state is a problem.In large networks, routing tables are usually maintained by dynamic routingprotocols. Changing network conditions can cause such protocols to modify therouting table. With virtual circuits such changes do not a�ect the quality ofservice since the path through the network is pinned down. With datagrams,however, changes in the routing table causes packets to follow di�erent pathsthrough the network, possibly resulting in changes in service quality. Routingchanges are not uncommon in the Internet. A recent study [20] shows that therouting instability in the Internet has increased slightly between December 1994and December 1995. When the network is actually damaged, on the other hand,virtual circuit networks require special mechanisms if connections through thedamaged part are to be recreated on paths circumventing the damage. If suchspecial mechanisms are not used, the failure of a single router along the pathof a connection will destroy the connection. With datagrams, all paths betweensender and receiver must fail before communication fails.4.3 Datagrams or Virtual Circuits?With both datagrams and virtual circuits a router needs to access a routingtable to be able to �gure out where to forward packets. In the datagram case,this routing table may have to be accessed once per packet. For virtual circuits,the routing table is accessed when a connection is established. If all IP addresseswere given out systematically such that all addresses in a certain part of theInternet had identical pre�xes [16, 24], the number of entries in routing tableswould be smaller than today, probably in the hundreds instead of in the tens ofthousands.The cost of a routing lookup would thus be signi�cantly reduced and therewould be one less advantage of virtual circuits over datagrams. The routinglookup would cease to be the bottleneck of router processing. Changing IP ad-dresses in the current Internet to achieve such small routing tables is not anoption. The required changes to millions of computers and routers around theglobe are administratively and politically impossible. However, new datagramnetwork protocols, for example IPv6, are designed to allow simple renumberingof addresses and can achieve such fast routing lookups. In such networks thevirtual circuit model o�ers no advantages to traditional elastic data tra�c andit is clear that such tra�c is best served by the datagram model.To support real-time tra�c, future routers are likely to maintainmany entriesof forwarding state related to quality of service. Thus, it is packet classi�cationthat is the processing bottleneck instead of the routing lookup. The feature ofvirtual circuits to associate forwarding state with a small identi�er in each packetcan be important to allow fast lookup of such forwarding state. Traditionalbulk data tra�c, however, does not need quality of service handling and can beforwarded with less processing as only the fast routing lookup is needed.



In a exible network protocol all packets should be able to carry completeaddresses. They can also carry an identi�er to �nd appropriate forwarding statequickly if such state has been established. The addresses do not need to bepresent if forwarding state is present. In this manner the network protocol syntax,exempli�ed by the �elds contained in the packet header or trailer, can be usedfor datagrams, virtual circuits or an intermediate form such as soft state-based\ows", where addresses are sent occasionally to refresh forwarding state thatmight otherwise time out.5 Flows and PacketsThe concept of a network \ow" has been introduced into contemporary dis-course. Generally, a network ow is a stream of packets from one source to oneor many (in the case of multicast) destinations. Packet streams that require dif-ferent qualities of service are normally distinguished into di�erent ows even ifthey have the same source and destination(s); the idea is that packets belong tothe same ow if they are to be forwarded along the same path with the same ser-vice from the network. Obviously, a virtual circuit is also a network ow. In theInternet, unicast or multicast IP packets from source to destinations have alsobeen termed \ows," especially when these packets contain real-time continuousmedia like voice and video.In the next-generation IP protocol, IPv6 [9], there is a new �eld called theFlow Label that provides at least syntactical support for ows in the Internet.One proposed use for the IPv6 Flow Label is to provide at least one part ofa name (along with the source IP address) for an Internet resource reservationmade by the RSVP resource reservation protocol [29]. Thus, even in the Inter-net, one may be able to make reservations on behalf of ows. These reservationsare not made using classical hard-state based signaling protocols (although theycould be). RSVP uses soft-state in hosts and routers to provide ow-based re-source reservations from the receiver upstream towards the source of the ow.The IPv6 ow label is a 24-bit �eld that is autonomously chosen by thesource and is guaranteed to be unique only in combination with the sourceaddress. All packets that should receive the same service from the network arelabeled with the same ow label by the source. The ow label is meant to simplifyclassi�cation of IP packets and avoid the need to parse the whole packet to lookat port numbers in the transport protocol header. Such parsing can be costlyfor IPv6 because the header is composed of a list of sub-headers that must betraversed before the transport protocol header can be examined.The way the ow labels are designed is typical for the Internet architecture;it avoids complexity in the network. Since sources autonomously choose owlabels, no signalling is needed for this purpose. The drawback is that ow labelsare not unique unless combined with the source address, and thus cannot be usedby themselves to access forwarding information. In virtual circuit networks theVCI is used instead of ow label/source address, but then a signalling protocolis needed to select VCIs.



With some caveats, such as the requirement that the source address must beincluded with the ow label to individuate a ow, it should be clear that the In-ternet has borrowed concepts from classical virtual circuit networks to integratenew real time services with traditional Internet services. It is arguable then thatIPv6 and RSVP are steps along the way to a hybridization of the Internet. Thedesign of a new network protocol should bene�t from the experiences of thishybridization. An aim of a new protocol should be to incorporate both hard andsoft-state resource reservation into the network as well as providing support forpure datagram routing.6 Adapting Headers to NetworksA dominant assumption of packet-switched protocols is that the header (or trailerof a packet) contains �elds that are always sent together with each packet. If welook at the �elds of a header as separate pieces of control information that canbe sent with varying frequencies, we can derive a more exible network protocol.This principle could also be applied to protocols that are now being speci�ed asstandards such as IPv6.For example, as address size grows larger, as in IPv6, or as the need increasesto include more than just the source and destination addresses in a packet (fortunneling, etc.), a good use of resources might be to take the large addressesout of some of the packets and substitute a smaller identi�er. Soft-state couldbe established at a downstream switch, with the larger addresses sent down-stream periodically to refresh the state. This can provide a new kind of headercompression for links in a path that have relatively low-bandwidth. Our designfor IPv6 header compression [13], uses this principle to achieve soft-state-basedheader compression for UDP/IP. On links that have high bandwidth, i.e., wherebandwidth is not the dominant factor in the delay of the packet through theswitch, the whole header can be reassembled and sent as a unit with the data toprovide higher robustness. Indeed, if it is the processing power of the switchesthat is the forwarding bottleneck, one could add more �elds to the header, assuggested in [4], to decrease the processing time in the switch. This is, in e�ect,the inverse of header compression.Another example of adapting headers to networks is the use of header impli-cation such as can be done when layering IPv6 over ATM. Since the ow label inIPv6 is the same size of the ATM Virtual Circuit Identi�er (VCI), it is plausibleto map a ow label onto a single VCI. For the common case, when the IPv6header does not change between the packets in a ow, the IPv6 header need notbe sent at all, since it is implied by the ATM VCI and can be recreated on theother side of the IP hop. IP would then present very little protocol overheadfrom the point of view of the ATM network. This would be especially usefulwhen sending IP tra�c over wireless ATM. Moreover, the scheme easily allowsquality of service to be preserved over the hop for real time multimedia, if theATM network provides the quality needed by the IP ow.



7 Switching at one layer onlyThe Ipsilon ow switching system [18] for switching IP packets in an ATMnetwork is similar to the header implication scheme outlined in the previoussection, except that the IP header is not removed. There, a switch that detectsan incoming IP network ow5 that should be switched and forwarded in thesame way tells the upstream node to use a separate VCI for packets in that ow.The ATM cells that arrive on that VCI can then be forwarded directly withoutreassembling the IP packet and examining the IP header. The Ipsilon techniquecould be used to speed up datagram forwarding over any virtual circuit networktechnology. For it to work well, it is important that the recognition of networkows is quick and reliable. In the network protocol, the IPv6 Flow Label providesthe needed syntactic support.Ideas similar to Ipsilon's approach for speeding up IP datagram forwardingare now under development in other parts of the Internet community [23, 14, 1,6]. These techniques are aimed at utilizing ATM switching hardware but do notuse ATM connection establishment protocols.In these schemes, once a packet ow has been detected a VCI is allocatedfor it and subsequent packets belonging to that ow are sent over that VCI. Inthis manner the routing lookups and forwarding state lookups need only be doneonce or at most a few times per packet ow instead of once per packet. WhichVCIs are used for what ow is established by a separate protocol.We believe that the basic idea behind these techniques are general enoughto warrant support in the network protocol itself. Having a VCI-like �eld innetwork packet headers would allow all switching/routing to occur in one layeronly. In this manner, the overall complexity of the network architecture would bereduced. The combination of datagram and virtual-circuit ideas, as exempli�edabove with ow and tag switching, provides the simplicity and exibility ofdatagrams and the fast forwarding capability of virtual circuits.A new network protocol should recognize this and provide syntactic andsignaling support for virtual circuit switching and datagram routing. A newprotocol should be able to do one or the other, or a combination of both, as thepacket travels from source to destination. This implies that the packets of thenew network protocol should be able to be fragmented and reassembled in thenetwork; something that IPv6 forbids. In this way, the new protocol can be usedover a variety of network hardware elements, and avoids the necessity of networkprotocol layering, as seen in IP/ATM architectures with all of their complexities.8 Hierarchy and ScalabilityAn important property of a network protocol is its ability to scale to a large num-ber of end systems and network elements. A factor that limits the size of networks5 The technique can be used even if the IPv6 ow label is zero or if the switch forwardsIPv4 packets. Packet streams that are not normally considered ows in the IPv6sense, for example large �le transfers, will also bene�t from this technique.



is the amount of routing/forwarding information that routers or switches in thenetwork need to maintain.For datagram networks, one bottleneck is the size of routing tables. WithCIDR [16] a hierarchical structure is imposed on subnet identi�ers by assigningsubnet identi�ers in the same \area" a common pre�x. Several routing tableentries can thus be collapsed into a single entry consisting of the common pre�x.When combined with the \longest-match" strategy for searching routing tables,the original exibility of the routing table is maintained and the routing topologyneed not be totally hierarchical.Virtual circuit network protocols also use hierarchy to decrease the size offorwarding tables. For example, ATM virtual circuit identi�ers exhibit a two-level hierarchy. In the backbone of an ATM network, only the �rst part of theidenti�er, called the virtual path identi�er (VPI), is used when forwarding. Cellsthat follow the same path through the backbone have the same VPI. This de-creases the size of the forwarding table in backbone switches and allows fasterswitching.A potential problem with the Flow Labels of IPv6, as currently de�ned, isthat sources pick them autonomously. This makes it di�cult to combine severalows that should be forwarded in the same way into a single forwarding entry. Ifthe number of ows passing through a switch is large, the size of the forwardingtable can reduce the forwarding speed.If we consider IPv6, it would be desirable if all ows that are forwardedalong the same path and are classi�ed in the same way for quality of servicecould use the same forwarding information. With the current speci�cation ofIPv6 ow labels this is not possible, this is likely to limit the scalability ofresource reservation mechanisms in an IPv6 Internet.9 Reservation ArchitecturesIn traditional connection-oriented virtual circuit protocols, if resource reserva-tions need to be made, they must be made during or after connection establish-ment. In protocols such as ST-2 or ATM, resources are reserved for real timetra�c as the path is being setup in the network, i.e., at connection establishmenttime. There are some provisions for making or changing reservations during thelife of the connection. But there are no provisions for making the reservation inadvance of the actual communication. Unfortunately, where network resourcesare low and time pressures high, e.g., in global teleconferencing where partici-pants reside in widely di�ering time zones, advance reservations may be necessaryfor e�cient communication. To compare, the airline reservation system wouldbe ine�cient for customers and airlines if one could not make reservations inadvance.The case for advance reservations is somewhat better with the proposedresource reservation protocol for the Internet, RSVP. Even though RSVP is de-signed to provide reservations at the time of communication, reservations in ad-vance of communication can be made. The source of a ow in a multi-party tele-



conference, for example, sends PATH messages downstream periodically throughmulticast routers to receivers who then send Reservation messages upstream to-wards the source. Reservations for the ow are then made in the routers wherePath and Reservation messages meet. If a receiver receives a Path message inadvance of a scheduled teleconference, a reservation could then be made andrefreshed periodically before as well as during the teleconference. The burden onthe network by advance reservations could be minimized by having the sendersend Path messages in advance infrequently, increasing the frequency as the timeof the teleconference approaches [11].The problem with this scheme for RSVP is that the sender must be presentand sending Path messages for the receiver to be able to make a reservation; andthis may be impractical. Also, it should be possible for nodes other than receiversto make advance reservations on behalf of receivers who plan to be part of futurecommunication. A promising approach for providing advance reservations is tosee it as an administrative task, i.e., a task for network management. Such ascheme would allow reservations to be made by proxies, without the presence ofthe actual senders or receivers.Our conclusion is that the most exible approach to making resource reserva-tions is to use all three mechanisms mentioned above. When resources are scarceenough so that quality could degrade during a session, but not scarce enoughto demand advance reservation, then it may make sense to reserve resourcesby setting up hard state in a connection establishment phase. When sendersand receivers are available before a session starts, soft-state based reservationcould be used. Finally, when resources are so scarce as to demand reservationsfar enough in advance that senders and receivers are not yet in place, it makessense for network management protocols to administer advance reservations inthe network. A reservation architecture for a new network protocol should beprepared to make all three kinds of reservations.10 MulticastAt least two models of multicast are available in today's communication net-works: the group broadcast model used in datagram networks and the point-to-multipoint model used in connection-oriented virtual circuit networks. As usual,each model has its advantages and disadvantages.The point-to-multipoint model builds a tree from each sender to a groupof receivers. This model is exempli�ed in one version of ATM signaling and inthe ST-2 protocol. The model is centralized in that the sender must know theidentities of all the receivers, and new receivers can only join the tree by consentof the sender. This centralized approach provides the most security since thesender has almost total control (with the exception of network tapping) over whoreceives data packets. A disadvantage of this centralized approach, however, isthat since the sender must keep track of every receiver, the number of receiversper-sender is limited.



The group broadcast model of multicast, used in Multicast IP [7], builds treesfrom senders to receivers without the sender necessarily knowing the identities ofthe receivers. The DVMRP multicast routing protocol for IP, for example, usesooding and pruning to reach potential receivers on the edges of the network.In addition, local grafting of new nodes onto a pre-existing tree prevents sendersfrom being bothered by changes to the multicast receiver group. The sender doesnot even have to be a member of the group it is sending to.On the group broadcast model of multicast, a sender only has to send apacket to a group address and the routers conspire to forward the packets to allthe members of the group. This means, however, that a receiver may become amember of a group simply by listening on the multicast address for the groupand no consent of the sender is needed. To achieve privacy and security on thebroadcast model of multicast, transmissions must be encrypted and receiversmay sometimes need to be authenticated at a protocol layer higher than thenetwork.11 MobilityAn increasing number of users wish to be mobile while accessing the network.This is a problem for some protocols as addresses usually encode topologicalinformation, i.e., an address encodes a point of attachment to the network. Forexample, unicast IP addresses encode a particular subnet and an interface onthat subnet.Better support for mobility is possible if addresses denote a particular endsystem, regardless of where it happens to be connected to the network. Mobile IP[21, 22] solves the problem by having a home agent , located at the mobile host'shome network. The home agent captures packets sent to the mobile host andforwards them to where the mobile host happens to be at the time. Forwardingis done by encapsulating packets with an additional IP header whose destinationaddress speci�es the mobile's current location. The mobile host reports back tothe home agent when it moves again.When the mobile host and its correspondenthave established contact, packets can take a shortcut around the home agent andfollow the direct route from the correspondent to the mobile host.In this manner, the address of the mobile host loses its topological signif-icance. The destination address is only used for �nding the home agent, afterwhich it is no longer used by the network. There is another kind of IP addressthat also lacks topological signi�cance: an IP multicast address. At a su�cientlyhigh level of abstraction, the address of the mobile host is like a multicast addressthat is restricted to having only a single receiver.The similarity between Multicast and Mobile IP becomes clear when compar-ing the latter to the PIM multicast routing protocol [8]. In PIM, a rendez-vouzpoint, RP, acts as a place where senders and receivers in a multicast group canmeet. Receivers inform the RP that they want packets sent to the multicastgroup, and senders send their packets to the RP for further delivery to receivers.So, an RP and a home agent have very similar tasks. The principal di�erence is



that there is a single receiver in the Mobile IP case and that authentication of areceiver is vital for Mobile IP but not necessarily for multicast. A network pro-tocol should support both multicast and mobility. It would be surprising if therouting support needed for multicast could not be used to simplify or improvemobility mechanisms.12 Related WorkAnother way to achieve a exible network protocol is the ActiveNet or ActiveIP approach described in [30, 25, 27]. There, packets carry code to be executedby network elements. This provides an easy way to add control or monitoringfunctions to the network without having to wait for standardization bodies andupdating of code in network elements. There are obvious security threats withsuch schemes and consequently much e�ort is expended to make the code safe.[27] uses Tcl[2], [25] also mentions Java [17] and various forms of safe platform-dependent binary code.We agree that the idea of having packets contain the code that networkelements should use to process them is very exible. However, the approachseem to be most useful at moderate speeds; for high speeds, where the processingpower of network elements is the bottleneck, it is questionable if such code canbe interpreted or compiled and executed fast enough. On low speed networks itis questionable if the increase in packet size can be justi�ed; adding as little as10 bytes of code to each packet in a ow of interactive audio tra�c can increasethe required bandwidth beyond what is available.13 ConclusionTo summarize, a new network protocol should combine the best features of data-gram and virtual-circuit packet switching paradigms. To achieve a high degreeof exibility, �elds in packet headers can be seen as independent pieces of controlinformation that can be sent with varying frequency in a ow of packets. Whena packet does not belong to a ow, all �elds can be present. As a packet travelsthrough the network, it might be either switched or routed, or a combination ofboth, on the path towards the destination(s). Such exibility allows adaption tovarious current and future hardware. The new protocol should incorporate bothhard and soft-state resource reservation mechanisms, possibly for making reser-vations in advance. Scalability is an important goal for a network protocol, andthus network addresses as well as ow labels should be hierarchical. Since therouting support for multicast and mobility has some overlap and the problemsare similar it might be fruitful to merge the mechanisms.In this position paper we have tried to lay out some of the fundamental as-sumptions behind traditional packet switched protocols. We have identi�ed anumber of network protocol philosophies such as datagram and virtual circuitmodels, connectionless and connection-oriented methods of communication, and



talked about hybrid models such as network \ows.". In addition we have men-tioned di�erent views of resource reservation, hard-state and soft-state, multicastand mobility. We have suggested that a new network protocol incorporate thebest features of the foregoing and avoid their pitfalls. We are designing a newprotocol, NP++, whose aim is to provide exibility across many di�erent kindsof networks and hopes to combine the best features of its predecessors.References1. F. Baker, Y. Rekhter: Use of Flow Label for Tag Switching. Internet Draft (Workin progress), October 8, 1996.draft-baker-flow-label-00.txt2. Nathaniel Borenstein: Email with a Mind of its Own: The Safe-Tcl Language forEnabled Mail. In Proc. IFIP International Conference, Barcelona, Spain, June,1994.3. Robert Braden, Lixia Zhang, Steve Berson, Shai Herzog, Sugih Jamin: ResourceReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) { Version 1 Functional Speci�cation. Internet En-gineering Task Force, Internet Draft (work in progress), August 13, 1996.draft-ietf-rsvp-spec-13.ftxt,psg4. Girish P. Chandranmenon, George Varghese: Trading Packet Headers for PacketProcessing. Proc. SIGCOMM '95, Computer Communication Review Vol. 25, No.4, October, 1995, pp. 162{173.5. David D. Clark: The Design Philosophy of the DARPA Internet Protocols. Proc.SIGCOMM '88, Computer Communication Review Vol. 18, No. 4, August, 1988,pp. 106{114. Also in Computer Communication Review Vol. 25, No. 1, January,1995, pp. 102{111.6. B. Davie, P. Doolan, J. Lawrence, K. McCloghrie: Use of Tag Switching WithATM. Internet Draft (Work in progress), October 8, 1996.draft-davie-tag-switching-atm-00.txt7. Steve Deering: Host Extensions for IP Multicasting. Request For Comment 1112,August, 1989.ftp://ds.internic.net/rfc/rfc1112.fps,txtg8. Stephen Deering, Deborah Estrin, Dino Farinacci, Van Jacobson, Ching-Gung Liu,Liming Wei: An Architecture for Wide-Area Multicast Routing. Proc. SIGCOMM'94, Computer Communication Review Vol. 24, No. 4, October, 1994, pp. 126{135.9. Steve Deering, Robert Hinden: Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Speci�cation.Request For Comment 1883, December, 1995.ftp://ds.internic.net/rfc/rfc1883.txt10. Mikael Degermark, Mathias Engan, Bj�orn Nordgren, Stephen Pink: Low-lossTCP/IP Header Compression for Wireless Networks. To Appear in Proc. Mo-biCom '96, Rye, New York, November 11-12, 1996.ftp://cdt.luth.se/micke/low-loss-hc.ps.Z11. Mikael Degermark, Torsten K�ohler, Stephen Pink, Olov Schel�en: AdvanceReserva-tions for Predictive Service. Proc. 5th Workshop on Network and Operating SystemSupport for Digital Audio and Video (NOSSDAV'95), Durham, New Hampshire,April 1995.12. Mikael Degermark, Bj�orn Nordgren, Stephen Pink: Header Compression for IPv6.Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Draft (work in progress), February, 1996.draft-degermark-ipv6-hc-01.txt
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